A selective garbage container having a prismatic body, open at the front, the bases of which are carried out in respective rectangular frames (7), such that the body is open at the top and bottom. A pivoting drawer (12) is housed inside this body that can be accessed both from the front area of the body and from the top area by means of pivoting of a top tray (21) acting as a cover. The container is especially designed as an element for domestic use.
REFUSE SORTING CONTAINER

OBJECT OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention refers to a garbage container, specifically to a container for domestic use or the like, that allows selecting different types of garbage housed inside it in respective bags.

[0002] The object of the invention is to obtain a modular container with an appearance similar to that of a piece of kitchen furniture and, accordingly, easy to integrate in the aesthetics of a room of this type, which can be joined both horizontally and vertically to other similar modules due to its modular nature in order to enhance the containing capacity, which is easily extractible for transport thereof by means of incorporating wheels and a handle therto, such that the container itself is usable as a means of carrying the garbage bags to the site where they are finally thrown out.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Different types of selective garbage containers for domestic use are known, but all of them have the common denominator of being made with a multipurpose body which sometimes forms an autonomous element and which other times is intended for being integrated into the kitchen furniture, but which in any case has drawbacks mainly focusing on the following aspects:

[0004] The compartmentalization of the container is carried out beforehand, such that sometimes it will adjust to the specific needs of each user, but in most cases the compartmentalization is not the most suitable.

[0005] Its lack of modular design also makes it impossible to increase its overall capacity when this is required.

[0006] When it is an autonomous element, it cannot be built into the kitchen furniture.

[0007] Sometimes it is accessed from the front and other times from the top, which also limits the possibility of its practical use in both cases.

[0008] The bags containing the different types of garbage must be extracted from inside the container in its working area and manually taken to the final site where they are thrown out.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The selective garbage container proposed by the invention fully resolves in a satisfactory manner the drawbacks previously set forth in each and every one of the different aspects discussed.

[0010] To that end and more specifically the container is formed from a basically rectangular prismatic body resting on a pair of legs and a pair of wheels, which body is provided with a front opening and another top opening, a pivoting tray being arranged on the latter such that in the closed position it can be used to place any type of object thereon, whereas in an open position it allows direct access to the inside of the body and, accordingly, to the garbage bags arranged therein.

[0011] For its part, the front opening closes by means of a door simulating the door of a piece of kitchen furniture, finished on the top portion with a type of drawer front through which it is aesthetically integrated into the kitchen furniture, said door forming part of a pivoting drawer at its front bottom edge such that said drawer is accessible from the front in the pivoting or open position for the door, while at the same time it can be accessed from the top when the top tray is lifted.

[0012] Two zipper-type horizontal guides are arranged in said drawer that allow introducing a plurality of clips with positional adjustment ability for fixing the opening of the bags, such that the number of bags used and the width of the effective opening thereof may be varied.

[0013] Finally and according to another feature of the invention, there is a handle in the top frame of the body where said tray pivots that facilitates manual transport of the container on the pair of bottom wheels.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] To complement the description being made and for the purpose of aiding to better understand the features of the invention, according to a preferred practical embodiment thereof, a set of drawings is attached as an integral part of said description in which the following has been shown with an illustrative and non-limiting character:

[0015] FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of a schematic representation of a selective garbage container carried out according to the object of the present invention, which container is completely closed.

[0016] FIG. 2 also shows a perspective view of the container of FIG. 1, now completely open.

[0017] FIG. 3 shows an exploded perspective view of the same container.

[0018] Finally, FIG. 4 shows a detail of one of the geared guides for assembly of the clips together with one of said clips.

PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

[0019] In view of the discussed figures, it can be seen how the container proposed by the invention is formed from a bottom skirting board (1) carried out in a rectangular frame where a pair of legs (2) and a pair of wheels (3) are arranged to facilitate both its settling on the floor and its movement, said skirting board (1) participating in a body in which a pair of side walls (4) also participate, provided with bottom cylindrical trunnions (5) for their coupling in housings (6) operatively made on the frame (1), as well as top trunnions (8' through which a top frame (7) is received which, together with a rear portion (8), complete said body, said rear portion (8) forming a type of tray with side openings (9) for the coupling of pivots (10) projecting from said sides (4) of the body, which is thus assembled by simple tongue and groove coupling between the different elements forming it.

[0020] The same sides (4) have in the area around their front bottom vertex a pivot (11) which, with the pivot on the other side, form the pivot shaft for a drawer (12) which in the opened position adopts the position shown in FIG. 2, in which drawer (12) there is a front door (13) finished at the top with a type of drawer front (14) with its corresponding handle (15) to facilitate the pivoting of the drawer (12) itself on said shaft (11), with the collaboration of side guides (16).
finished with stops (17) that act on complementary stops (17) of the sides (4) to limit the opening of the drawer (12).

 Said drawer (12) incorporates on its front and back walls, at a suitable height level and preferably as a single-piece, respective geared guides (18) on which a plurality of clips (19) are arranged with positional adjustment that are usable for fixing several garbage bags receiving different types of wastes to the opening of the drawer (12), and subsequently to the guides (18).

 As a complement of the described structure, the top frame (7) incorporates a pair of side pivots (20) acting as a pivot shaft for a top tray (21) configuring a receptacle with the frame (7) itself in the closed position and allowing, for example, arranging thereon reserve garbage bags, especially when the container is fitted under the kitchen furniture countertop, said frame (7) further incorporating outside the tray (21) a small back receptacle (22) in which there is a retractable handle (23) intended for facilitating transport of the container rolling on its bottom wheels (3).

 It can be deduced from the described structure that the container of the invention can be laterally placed against another or other identical containers, that it also offers the possibility of stacking, and in either case, the different modules can be fixed to one another by means of a suitable clipping or quick attachment system. In the most standard case of use as another module in the kitchen furniture, its legs (2) are concealed by the classic skirting board that this type of furniture has.

 A selective garbage container being particularly designed as an element for domestic use, comprising a basically rectangular prismatic body having an opening at the front, the bases of which are carried out in respective also rectangular frames, such that it is also open at the top and bottom, inside which body there is a drawer having a similar configuration that pivots through an imaginary axis close to its front bottom edge, such that said drawer can be accessed from the front of the body by means of pivoting thereof in this direction, as well as from the top area through the also top frame.

 1. A selective garbage container according to claim 1, wherein said bottom frame is incorporated in its bottom frame a pair of legs and a pair of wheels for support and sliding on the ground, and a pair of pivots on its top frame forming the pivot shaft for a tray functionally closing said frame, as well as a side recess in which there is a retractable handle.

 2. A selective garbage container according to claim 2, wherein inside the drawer two horizontal and geared guides are arranged, one on its front wall and another one on its back wall, where there is a plurality of clips with positional adjustment ability forming the fixing means for the bags receiving the wastes, such that the openings of said bags are determined by the spacing between the pair of clips supporting them.

 3. A selective garbage container according to claim 3, wherein the front wall of the pivoting drawer is similar to the door of a kitchen furniture module, with a simulated top drawer front provided with a handle for the pivoting thereof.
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